
INCANDESCENT ROPE KITS
Easy to use kits in six different lengths! Combine kits for 
accent lighting or outlining projects such as railings, steps, 
coves, patios, gazebos, displays, shelving, built-ins, toe kicks 
and more.
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BILL OF MATERIALS 
 Determine length needed to the nearest 24” increment
 Order kits in lengths to match target length
 Order mounting track for straight runs (recommended);  
     clips are included with kits (one per foot of rope)

Bill of Materials for example below: 

        (6)  042-CL-10

Convenient, interconnectable and economical kits

Premium Grade

Commercial Grade

incandescent rope KITS

FEATURES
•	 Indoor/outdoor rated
•	 Dimmable
•	 Rope Light Kits include: UL2388 Listed Rope Light,  

pre-connected (removable) five foot power cord,  
removable end cap and one mounting clip per foot

•	 Kits are easily extendable up to 240 feet for premium  
grade; up to 150 feet for commercial grade

•	 Quickly attach multiple kits together without the use  
of tools

•	 Highest quality PVC with UV inhibitor to maximize life
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DL-TRACK-4
Four foot clear mounting track with UV 
rating for outdoors; recommended for use 
with straight line installations

ACCESSORIES

DL-CLIP/SCREW
Clear “U” shaped mounting clip that
securely holds rope light in place

RL-TRK-3
Three foot clear mounting track 
Sold in case quantities of 40 only!

ULRL-EXT-3
Three foot jumper for Rope Light Kits, white 
wire; includes two power connectors,
blister pack
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Voltage 120V, 60Hz  AC operation
Construction UV resistant clear PVC housing with incandescent lamps spaced every 1.09” for 042 and 1” spacing for 

018, vertical mount
Mounting  Clear plastic mounting clips or track
Dimensions 1/2” diameter
Light output 042 kits = 6.5 lumens per foot, 018 kits = 4.6 lumens per foot
Wattage 042 kits = 4.2 watts per foot; 018 kits = 3.0 watts per foot
Maximum run      150 feet for commercial grade; 240 feet for premium grade
Switching Provide switched outlet for On/Off and dimming control 
Linking  Interconnect kits with no additional parts or use ULRL-EXT-3 jumper for connecting two sections together
Lamp specs 25,000 hour rated life; 6.5V, 70mA, 1.09” lamp spacing for commercial grade; 5V, 50mA, 1” lamp spacing 

for premium grade
Dimmers Switched wall outlets cannot be used with wall dimmers per the NEC. Dimmable with most standard 

incandescent dimmers.
Diffuser Clear PVC jacket
Packaging 042 kits packaged in white boxes; 018 kits packaged in retail blister packs (2’, 6’ and 10’ lengths) or retail 

boxes (18’, 30’ and 50’ lengths)

KITS

0001 = 2’ kits, 10 per case
0002 = 6’ kits, 10 per case
0003 = 10’ kits, 10 per case
0004 = 18’ kits, 5 per case
0005 = 30’ kits, 5 per case
0006 = 50’ kits, 4 per case

018

Premium  
Grade

Consider using shorter length kits to build longer custom lengths. If one section should fail, a kit can be replaced (which maintains UL Listing) 
versus repairing a section, which voids UL.

2 = 2’ kits, 10 per case
6 = 6’ kits, 10 per case
10 = 10’ kits, 10 per case
18 = 18’ kits, 5 per case
30 = 30’ kits, 5 per case
50 = 50’ kits, 4 per case

042-CL

Commercial 
Grade


